ITV to Sponsor Hospital Party

Seek Contributors to Pets Teasers Contest

The Houston Event with the participation of the Event Houston Club, will give Houston Yard some of the most prominent groups of pet owners who will help turn your pet into a prize. A trip to Houston will help you and your pet enjoy the event.

The pets will be divided into the following categories: 
1. Best Pet in Show
2. Best Pet in the Show, 
3. Best Pet in the Group of Pet Show, 

Pet owners must enter their pets by the deadline set by the organizers. The prizes will be awarded at the end of the event.

Deadline for Pet Contributions: December 20

The deadline for applications for the event contributors is December 20. Pet owners must submit their applications by December 20.

Seniors to Get Souvenir Gifts

Referees will be available to assist seniors with their contributions. They will be available at the event.

New Tao Bane Men

CSCAdopts Dog Days to Launch Yule Parties

Neighborhood Children To Be Fed By New HTB Service Group

Dr. John C. Hines, executive director of the HTB, announced that his group will feed neighborhood children this Christmas. The group will feed children in the neighborhood who are in need of food.

Traditional Christmas Program This Friday; Classes Excused

Pilots establish the tradition of the Texas High School of Technology in the Christmas assembly, which has always been enthusiastically attended by students and faculty alike.

The pilots have given the students of the Christmas assembly a new and exciting program.

President Hudd's Christmas Message

"Erect a model with a white flag, and learn at the feet of the best," the President Hudd's message. His message is a call to the students to learn at the feet of the best. The President Hudd's message is a call to the students to learn at the feet of the best.


The Veterans Office reminds students of the G.I. Bill provisions. The provisions are: (a) The student must have been discharged from the armed forces of the United States after being in the service for at least 90 days; (b) The student must be a citizen of the United States; (c) The student must have been discharged under conditions other than dishonorable; (d) The student must have been separated from the armed forces under conditions other than dishonorable; (e) The student must have been separated from the armed forces under conditions other than dishonorable.

Dramatize To Emote With "Malo Animal"

Improvised conditions in the HTB require our students to adapt their dramatic arts to the conditions of the moment. The students will produce a drama that deals with the theme of animal life.

The drama will be produced by the students of the HTB. The drama will be produced by the students of the HTB.
"The flag pole is in no danger," concluded Dr. Lee DeForest as he stood gazing at the main building of Illi. at about 11:30 AM. Aside from the disappearance of the favorite flag pole that had marked the west window immediately above the University Mailroom, it seemed all was well in the Campus.

"I am happy to report that our flag pole is safe," Dr. DeForest continued as he walked toward the corner of Main and State Streets. "It appears that the wind was the only culprit in this incident, and I am confident that it will return to its accustomed place soon."
Deadline Friday For 1M Entries

TACOCHAW SET NEW SCORING RECORD IN FIRST WIN

Smart Pacs Scarlet and Gray Victory Over CITC, Tachows to Meet Artificial Roosters

Illinois Tech Relays to be Held After Three Year Lapse

Tachows to Play at Top Middle West Universities and Colleges in US of C Fieldhouse

No. 16 Illinois Tech Defeats No. 17 University of Chicago for First Time Since 1932

Tachows Defeats No. 17 University of Chicago for First Time Since 1932

The形状和大小、颜色和材质，都是独一无二的。
Discuss Registration Law

Prof. E. H. Bablitt Discusses Application
And Effects of Engineers' Licensing Law

"Passed July 10, 1894, the Illinois act provides for a new type of examination of engineers in engineering work, as it is not required to obtain a license to practice in any other state. The key feature of the act is that it requires all engineers to be examined by a Board of Engineers, an agency created by the Illinois Legislature. The board consists of five members, one of whom is a registered professional engineer. The law sets the minimum requirements for practice and provides for the issuance of licenses to those who meet the requirements.

The act was passed to improve the quality of engineering services in the state. It sought to establish a standard of excellence for engineers and their work. The act required engineers to pass a comprehensive examination, which included questions on practical and theoretical knowledge in their field.

The act has been in effect for over a century and has influenced similar laws in other states. It has contributed to the professionalization of engineering and has raised the standard of engineering services. It has been a significant step in the development of professional engineering in the United States."

The Flavors All Yours

when you smoke PHILIP MORRIS

CLEAN, FRESH, PURE
America's FINEST CIGARETTE

There's no important difference in cigarette manufacture that lets the full flavor of that world's favorite tobacco come through for your complete enjoyment—clean, fresh, pure

That's why the best-tasting one way when you smoke a cigarette. That's why Philip Morris—one sure—
makes one after another, one after another. No wonder that with millions of smokers everywhere, Philip Morris is America's FINEST CIGARETTE.